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Tensor Field Technology handcrafted by Denver Vermeulen
I Collaborate with Holistic Health Professionals and Communities to Help Protect People and Planet from
Harmful Electromagnetic Fields by 2025.
Tensor Rings, Generators and Heddeka Tools. Tensor Rings & Generators transform harmful 5G & other destructive electromagnetic
forces into a healthful & beneficial energy. All Tools beneficially transform energy of water, food, plants, humans, animals, and
environment. All Tools carry a lifetime guarantee on craftmanship. No medical claims made.

Tensor Rings
Tensor Rings are made from the precious metal copper. Copper wire is folded and twisted, then cut to sacred
geometrical lengths and the ends joined by soldering. Tensor Rings are powerful room-temperature
superconductors & piezoelectric antennae ∞ creating Tensor Fields that are healthful & beneficial to all life.
Tensor Technology research, development, applications and popularity are expanding exponentially over past
30 years ∞ we follow the leading edge by master builder Brian Besco and his team at Twistedsage Studios.
Benefits (Tensor Rings):


Transform harmful 5G & other destructive electromagnetic forces into a healthful & beneficial energy



Restore water’s original life-supporting blueprint ∞ clear water memory, create coherence in molecular structures ∞ amplify
energetic frequency of water by 180 times (as measured on the Bovis scale)



Repair and optimise DNA, reduce pain and inflammation, and accelerate healing



Amplify earth’s resonance (highest paramagnetic value tested, P. Callahan) & subtle energy by several hundred times (H. Becker)

Heddeka Tools
The Heddeka, Triskelion or Spiral of Life represents balance, harmony, and continual motion (the flow of life
and earth in her seasons and cycles). The Heddeka symbol is found in many ancient carvings and human
beings have been aware of this elemental symbol for at least 5000 years. Heddeka are made from plain or
twisted copper wire, cut to sacred geometrical lengths, and then formed.
Benefits (Heddeka Tools):


Clear water memory, improve water quality and taste ∞ connect us even more with consciousness of water



Neutralise harmful chemical & mechanical energy (introduced through water storage, treatment, and distribution)



Energetically transform drinking water, rainwater, rivers, dams, pool and tap water



Use for food, supplements, plants, and animals (pendants, beds, food, and water bowls)

Tensor Field Generators
Generators are made by interlacing 4 or 6 Tensor Rings to sacred geometric forms. Generators create a
massive Tensor Field sphere and transform energy to produce a healthful & beneficial energy for all humans,
animals, plants, water, environment and life within the Generators’ quantum field.
Benefits (Generators):


Further amplify and augment all properties of the Tensor Rings due to their sacred geometry forms ∞∞∞ ‘Genesa Crystal’ form
Generators (Tensor Field 4,165km across) and ‘Icosidodecahedron’ form Gaia Spheres (Tensor Field 9,59km across) ∞∞∞



Transform energy of local geopathic stress, pollution, powerlines, communications towers, waterlines, water, groundwater

∞∞∞ Combine any Tensor Technology Tools to synergistically enhance their effects ∞∞∞
* Any Tools can be gifted to the environment (bodies of water / buried in earth)

Credit and thanks to www.twistedsage.com

EMF Ring

EMF Ring

EMF Ring

Hedekka, Plain

(ZAR690 / US$45)

(ZAR525 / US$36)

(ZAR525 / US$36)

(ZAR420 / US$27)

Cellphones, Laptops, Tablets

Wi-Fi Routers, Computers

Electrical Panels

Water Treatment, 72mm

Hedekka, Twisted

Water Ring

Water Ring

Water Ring

(ZAR525 / US$36)

(ZAR525 / US$36)

(ZAR525 / US$36)

(ZAR690 / US$45)

Water Treatment, 72mm

90mm

126mm

Watercooler Size, 213mm

* Any Tools can be gifted to the environment (bodies of water / buried in earth)

Credit and thanks to www.twistedsage.com

Ring & Hedekka, Plain

Hedekka Pendant, Plain

Hedekka Pendant, Plain

Hedekka Pendant, Twisted

(ZAR960 / US$63)

(ZAR210 / US$15)

(ZAR270 / US$18)

(ZAR420 / US$27)

Water Treatment Combo 126mm & 72mm

Featherweight, 30mm

39mm

48mm

Infinity Pendant

Infinity Ring Pendant

Sun Ring Pendant

Feather Ring Pendant

(ZAR525 / US$36)

(ZAR960 / US$63)

(ZAR1200 / US$81)

(ZAR525 / US$36)

36mm

39mm ***

39mm

27mm

* Any Tools can be gifted to the environment (bodies of water / buried in earth)

Credit and thanks to www.twistedsage.com

Ring Pendant

Lightweight Pendant

Infinity Bracelet

Tensor Wristband

(ZAR525 / US$36)

(ZAR525 / US$36)

(ZAR1800 / US$120)

(ZAR960 / US$63)

33mm or 39mm

*** Option for Infinity Ring Pendant

Made to Size

Made to Size

Generator, 90mm

GAIA Sphere, 126mm

Trinity Wand (ZAR1500 / $99)

(ZAR1800 / US$120)

(ZAR2700 / US$180)

Each of the 3 main Elements are made to

∞ Genesa Crystal form ∞

∞ Icosidodecahedron form ∞

a different Sacred Cubit (GA, STU, ECR)

* Any Tools can be gifted to the environment (bodies of water / buried in earth)

Credit and thanks to www.twistedsage.com

